
Video is always one of the first examples given 
when training professionals are asked about tools 
that make an online course interactive. And for 
good reason - multimedia elements such as video 
add interest, increase engagement, and allow 
administrators to disseminate information that they 
otherwise could not. But does that description 
really meet the definition of “Interactivity”? 

Remote Learner helps training teams to 
democratize video with an interactive video 
solution that allows all users to engage in video 
in a variety of ways. The platform, powered by 
VidGrid, increases learner engagement, allows 
for more efficient communication and effective 
knowledge transfer, and provides the ability to 
meet the expectations of learners who are used to 
using video technology in many other aspects of 
life.

Interactive elements

•   Multiple choice and multiple select quiz questions

•   Open response questions

•   Video reply

•   Job/Employee training

•   Calls-to-action (buttons)

•   Time-stamped commenting

•   Meeting scheduler

Many use cases

•   Onboarding training

•   Sales enablement

•   Professional development

•   Job/Employee training

•   Product training

•   Customer/Partner training

•   Academic/Continuing education

Engage learners
with interactive
video

Allow all users to easily record, edit, 
and share video with VidGrid

Record with your webcam, 
screen, or mobile device

Upload existing videos and 
transfer videos from another 
provider

Edit to perfection with simple 
options for trimming, music, 
combing videos, and more

Learn more: product@remote-learner.net

Add Closed Captioning with 
one-click

View videos on any browser 
on any device

Integrate and manage videos 
into your current workflow
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Key features
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A partnership approach to creating your 
customized eLearning solution

Remote Learner drives impact with expertise, 
experience, and a commitment to your unique 
vision for training.

Remote Learner designs, delivers, and supports fully integrated elearning solutions that drive 
impact. Remote Learner’s team of experts embraces a hybrid best-of-breed approach, partnering 
with industry-leading providers to accelerate delivery in key functional areas, while employing 
proprietary persuasive design strategies, tools and techniques to deliver solutions uniquely tailored 
to the needs of its clients. 

Learn more about how Remote Learner partners with businesses, academic institutions, 
government, association, and non-profit organizations to deliver results that make a positive 
impact for over nine million learners at: 

http://www.remote-learner.com
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